
How to Brew with FH Steinbart’s
Extract & Steeping Grain Recipe Kits

Welcome to homebrewing with FH Steinbart Co. 
and our Homebrew Ingredient Kits using Malt 
Extract and Steeping Grains.  Here we will walk you
through the process of brewing one of our Recipe 
Kits for 5 gallons of finished homebrewed beer.

Note: these instructions will cover all the basic steps 
used in the majority of our malt extract & steeping grain 
recipe kits. While some kits might have unique steps not
covered here they will have detailed instructions 
included with the kit explaining these additional/unique 
steps/techniques.

First Step: Review Recipe & Instructions
Read through the recipe sheet and verify you have 
all the ingredients listed. Read through the 
instructions prior to beginning your brew day to 
ensure you understand the whole process and the 
steps required before starting your brew day. If you 
have any questions or concerns feel free to contact 
us by phone (503) 232-8793 or email 
info@fhsteinbart.com and we will be happy to 
answer any and all your questions.

Second Step: Gather Supplies
First, you should have already covered your 
ingredients in Step One. Now it is time to gather 
the equipment you will need for brew day.

Here is a list of the minimum equipment you will 
need on brew day:
• Stock pot/kettle capable of boiling 3+ gallons.
• Long handled boil proof spoon
• Grain and hop steeping bags (included in all FH 

Steinbart Recipe Kits)
• Thermometer
• Fermenter and airlock
• Siphon and tubing
• Hydrometer and sample jar
• Cleaner and sanitizer

Step Three:Clean and Sanitize
Any piece of equipment that will touch the beer, 
especially after the boil should be cleaned and 
sanitized.  We suggest PBW (Powdered Brewery 
Wash) for cleaning and StarSan by FiveStar for 
sanitizing.  Follow instructions per the packaging.

Step Four: Brewing Liquor (water)
Fill stock pot/kettle with 3 gallons of good quality 
water (as a rule of thumb; if water tastes good for 
drinking use it.  Filtered and/or bottled water can be
used if your tap water is not sufficient).  Heat this 

water (also known as ‘liquor’ in brewing) to 155°F 
(+/-5°F is acceptable) and remove from the heat 
source once desired temperature is reached.

Step Five: Steeping the Grains
Place the crushed (milled) steeping grains in the 
large mesh bag (grain steeping bag), tie a knot at 
the end and place in the pot/kettle of heated 
brewing liquor (water).  Swirl the bag around to 
ensure the grains are fully submerged and soaked. 
Allow to steep for 20-30 minutes; remove, allow to 
drain, and discard when completed.

Step Six: Adding Malt Extract
With the pot/Kettle still off heat source, begin 
adding the ‘fermentables’ listed on the recipe (Malt 
Extract LME/DME and sugar), stirring to ensure 
they are fully dissolved and incorporated into the 
brewing liquor (water).  Now, your brewing liquor is 
known as ‘wort’ a pre-boiled/pre-fermented, malt 
sugar solution destined to become beer.  

Step Seven: The Boil
Return pot/kettle to the heat source and begin 
heating to a boil.  Occasionally stir and keeping an 
eye on it for potential boil overs (the sugars and 
proteins in the wort tend to foam up and rise).  If 
this happens, stir the solution, turn heat down 
and/or with a spray bottle squirt water on the foam 
to break the surface tension and settle the boil 
down.

Once signs of boil begin, start a countdown timer 
for 60 minutes (or the boil time listed on the recipe).

Step Eight: Add Hops
Following the Hop Schedule listed on the recipe, 
add each addition of hops to a small mesh bag 
(hop steeping bag), tie knot at end and add to the 
boiling wort.

Note: adding hops may cause additional foaming and 
activity in the boil that may boil up - - as before, stir or 
spray some water on it to break surface tension.  Slightly
reducing the heat maybe need too.

Along with the hop schedule, following any ‘other’ 
ingredient additions listed on the recipe sheet such 
as Whirlfloc Tablet at the last 15 minutes of the boil 
or herb/spice additions which usually occur at about
5 minutes until the end of the boil.
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Step Nine: Chilling the Wort
The boil timer countdown should be complete and it
is now time to turn off the heat source and remove 
the kettle of boiled wort from the heat source 
allowing it to cool.

Goal at this point to to bring the wort temperature 
down under 100°F as quickly and safely as 
possible.  If you are utilizing a partial-boil method 
you can combine the hot wort with 2.5-3 gallons of 
cool/chilled water and the overall temperature 
should equalize at or close to the suggested 
temperature. 

DO NOT pour hot wort or liquid into a glass 
carboy

If using a glass carboy, first use a food grade 
bucket to cool and blend hot wort and chilled water 
to bring your volume to 5 gallons.

Step Ten: Transfer Chilled Wort
Transfer the chilled wort to your fermentation 
vessel once it is cooled to appropriate temperature.
Pouring into a bucket or carboy with a funnel is 
useful as this creates some splashing and 
introduces oxygen to the wort.  Oxygen is an 
imported ingredient in the initial stages of 
fermentation and aides in yeast growth.

Step Eleven: Hydrometer Reading
Take a sample of the boiled, cooled wort for 
recording the specific gravity reading (Original 
Gravity). 

Step Twelve: Pitching (adding) Yeast
The wort is in the fermenter, hydrometer reading 
recorded, make sure the temperature is at the 
appropriate temperature, most ales should be 
approximately 65-75°F. It is time to pitch (add) the 
yeast and allow fermentation to begin.

Step Thirteen: Sealing Fermenter
This is the step that the wort is transformed into 
beer. Place lid on bucket, secure it, add an airlock 
with abit of water in it to ensure an airtight seal, but 
allowing CO2 gases to escape. If using a carboy 
place stopper and airlock in place as with the 
bucket.

Step Fourteen: Fermentation
Place the fermenter (bucket/carboy) in a location 
with as much of a constant temperature as possible
without large fluctuations.  As mentioned in Step 
Twelve ales ferment best at 65-75°F. Fermentation 
typically lasts one week (7-10 days), but can be 

much faster or slower depending on the particular 
yeast strain and temperature. Once fermentation is 
complete (verify by taking hydrometer reading). 
Refer to your recipe for the finishing gravity (FG). 
If the reading is within a few points (ie. 2-3) 
fermentation may be complete, but it is best to take 
at least two readings over the course of 3 days and 
if there is no change you can consider fermentation
complete.

Step Fifteen: Racking 
At this point you may want to rack (transfer) the 
completed fermenting beer into another vessel or 
bulk aging or to a bottling bucket for packaging.  At 
this point rack carefully, with little to no splashing, 
so as not to introduce oxygen into solution which 
can cause a staling of beer.
 
Step Sixteen: Bottling
BEFORE racking beer to bottling bucket; sanitize 
everything that will touch the beer. Using the 4 oz. 
of Dextrose from your kit, dissolve it in 1 pint of 
water and bring it to a boil and simmer for 15 
minutes to sanitize. Add this simple syrup solution 
to your bottling bucket and then begin to rack your 
beer on top of it.  This will help mix and distribute 
the sugar evenly throughout the beer.

You are now ready to begin filling bottles with the 
beer and capping them.  Using a ‘filler’ fill each 
bottle leaving no more than 1 inch of head space 
and cap the bottle. Place the filled, capped bottles 
of beer in a warm (68-72°F) place to condition, go 
through a second small fermentation in the bottles 
producing CO2 to give your homebrew some fiz. 
This phase can take up to two weeks.
 
Once conditioning is complete place bottles in a 
cool place and/or refrigerate. It is best to refrigerate
for 24-48 hours before opening to ensure that the 
CO2 generated during bottle conditioning has 
infused into the beer.

Step Seventeen: You Have Made Beer, Enjoy! 
Now it’s time to pop open your homebrew and give 
it a taste. Bottle conditioned beer is best served in a
glass by carefully decanting all the beer except the 
last 0.5 oz. leaving the sediment-ed yeast from 
conditioning behind.  Cheers!

To learn more about brewing your first batch, view 
photos and videos of the various steps—Go to 
www.americanhomebrewersassociation.org and select 
menu option ‘How To Brew.’
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